
 

 

 

 

 

 

Itaga Luxury Private Game Lodge (Pty) Ltd  
Mabalingwe Reserve  ∙  Bela Bela ∙ South Africa ∙  PO Box 12053 ∙  Die Boord  ∙  Stellenbosch  ∙  7613 

Central Reservations:  +27 (0) 76 043 6856  ∙  Lodge Tel:  +27 (0) 14 736 6900  ∙  Lodge Cell:  +27 (0) 71 615 1403 
Email: reservations@itaga.co.za  ∙  Website: www.itaga.co.za  

Reg No 2013/093791/07  ∙  VAT Reg 4690209343 
 Directors:  DA Flanegan  ∙ GL Robinson  

 

 

DIRECTIONS TO ITAGA PRIVATE GAME LODGE  
** Please do not use destination as Itaga Lodge on GPS, rather use Mabalingwe Nature Reserve ** 

 
1. From Johannesburg or Pretoria, take the N1 North, Polokwane (Pietersburg) / Platinum Toll Highway. 
2. Pass through the Pumulani Toll Plaza  
3. Pass the Panorama Petroport on your left hand-side and continue through the Carousel Toll Plaza  
4. Pass the turnoff to the Carousel Casino on your left and approximately 50 kilometres later; take the R516 Bela 

Bela / Settlers turn off (exit 238) and keep left on the slip way then turn left to Bela Bela. 
5. At the T junction robot, turn right into the R101 Bela Bela road. 
6. Pass the Waterfront Arts and Craft Centre on your left, (‘A’ frame timber units) and at the next set of traffic lights, 

(immediately after crossing the railway bridge), turn left again into Potgieter Street and follow the road which 
curves around to the right, 1st stop street go over and then turn left at the slip way (into Chris Hani Drive), passing 
the entrance to the Forever Resorts Warmbaths complex (on your left hand side). 

7. Proceed to the roundabout and then turn left, following the signs to Mabalingwe, Thabazimbi and Rooiberg, at 
that circle.  

8. Follow the road for approximately 28 kilometres. The Mabalingwe Nature Reserve signboard / entrance will be on 
your right hand side. Once you have gone through the Mabalingwe main gate, take an immediate sharp left turn 
on to the dirt road, (boom gate will be opened by). After turning onto this road, follow the signs to Itaga Lodge, 
which is approximately 8 kilometres from the Mabalingwe main gate entrance. 
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